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Dear Supervisor Lori Parlin, 

 

On behalf of Native Directions, Inc. and HomeCA Inc., we seek your support and partnership as 

we embark on crucially important initiatives, authorized by Assembly Bill (AB) 172, within El 

Dorado County. Your collaboration is instrumental in addressing the urgent needs of California’s 

Native American population, providing services that are essential and, in many cases, 

lifesaving. We look forward to sharing more about our organizations and the planned projects.  

 

Native Directions Inc. provides culturally relevant and client-centered treatment services for 

Native Americans and others experiencing chemical dependency. Native Directions strives to 

support self-worth, balance, independence and spiritual healing. HomeCA operates at the frontline 

of the homelessness crisis in California, assisting individuals in securing transitional and 

permanent housing in the least restrictive environment. Together, under AB 172, Native Directions 

and HomeCA are working toward opening facilities in El Dorado County to serve homeless and at-

risk Native Americans from throughout California.   

 

We are committed to upholding the principles of transparency and accountability throughout all 

stages of these projects. To this end, we pledge to deliver comprehensive quarterly reports 

detailing the progress of each initiative, including the adult assisted living facility and the youth 

perinatal residential facility in Rescue. These reports will offer insights into our achievements, 

challenges encountered, and steps taken to mitigate any issues, ensuring we remain aligned with 

our shared goals and regulatory commitments. 

 

We deeply appreciate your collaboration and support, which empower us to make a meaningful 

difference in the lives of Native American Californians in need. Together, we are building more 

than facilities; we are creating havens of hope, healing and opportunity. 

 

For your reference, attached is a fact sheet to provide an overview of the adult assisted living 

facility and youth perinatal residential facility, which will be constructed in Rescue.  

 

We look forward to the positive impact our collective efforts will have on the community and its 

most vulnerable members. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Native Directions Inc. and HomeCA 


